
GET OUT OF THE 
BLIND SPOT!

We offer the following documentation and  
resources free of charge for a highly infor-
mative and rewarding learning experience  
at our branch locations: 

– Lorry & instructor for the day of action
  (Duration: approx. 1 lesson  (45 min.) per class)

– 1 cardboard lorry per child to set up and practise

Register your class. We look  
forward to hearing from you.

Planzer Support AG
Langwiesenstrasse 12
Postfach
8108 Dällikon / Switzerland
Telefon +41 (0)44 847 21 20
E-mail ausbildung@planzer.ch

EVERYTHING INCLUDED.



Greater safety on the road. The desired «aha» effect.

Every year, cyclists and pedestrians 
are involved in fatal road accidents 
because lorry drivers do not see them 
in their blind spot as they turn right. 
In these situations, the victims stand 
very little chance.

Together with you, we want to increase 
the road safety of your primary school 
boys and girls and extend their existing

awareness of traffic with a practical, 
fun and educational session right in 
your school.

Within the framework of a day of action 
at your school and time in a lorry, we 
will show your class how the theory 
works in practice. Roads should be 
Safer for children - together with you, 
we want to do something about it!

LOOK – LEARN – ACT!
This is how our day of action is organised:

– We come to your school grounds with a lorry.
– We explain what the blind spot of a vehicle is.
– We let the whole class disappear in the blind spot.
– We show how much space a lorry needs when turning.
– We explain how to make eye contact with the driver.
– We let each child sit in the driver‘s seat and show them  
   what the driver can see and hear - and what they cannot.

DEAR TEACHERS AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS

The school boys and girls will learn the following points  

in our day of action:

– To know and experience where a lorry’s blind spot is.

– To be able to estimate the approximate dimension of the blind spot.

– How to make eye contact with the driver.

– How to prevent and detect dangerous situations.

– How to avoid the blind spot.


